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Abstract: The DENDRAL computerprogram uses establishedrules ofmolecularfragmentation to help chemists solve complex
structural problems from mass spectral data.This paper describes a computer program called Meta-DENDRAL, that can aidin the discovery ofsuch rules from empirical dataon known compounds. The program uses heuristic methods to search forcommonstructural environments around thosebonds that are found to fragmentand abstractsplausible fragmentation rules.The program has been testedon the well-characterized, low-resolution mass spectra ofaliphatic amines and the high-resolu-
tion mass spectra of estrogenic steroids. The program has also discovered new fragmentation rules for mono-, di-, and trike-toandrostanes.

The DENDRAL computer program is designed to aid
chemists with complex structure elucidation problems. One
main part uses established molecular fragmentationrules to
help chemists interpret mass spectra;2 another main part
generates lists of isomers that satisfy constraints derived from

a variety of spectroscopic techniques.3 Because the mass
spectrometryrules usedby the dendral program have beenculled from the literature, the program's growth depends upon
manualexamination ofcollections ofspectra. But investigatingthe spectral dataof new compoundclasses to determine frag-
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mentation and rearrangement processes is a long and com-plicated task for chemists. Thus webecame interested in the
extent to which a computer program, subsequently calledMeta-DENDRAL, could suggest rules that explainorigins ofpeaks in mass spectrometricdata.

The Meta-DENDRALprograminteractively aids chemistsin determining the dependence of mass spectrometric frag-mentations on substructural features, under the hypothesis thatmolecular fragmentations are related to topologicalgraphstructural features ofmolecules. Our goalis to have thepro-gram suggest qualitative explanations of the characteristic
fragmentationsand rearrangements among a setof molecules.We do not now attempt to rationalize all peaks nor findquantitativeassessments of the extentto which various pro-
cesses contribute to peak intensities.

The program emulates many of the reasoning aspectsof
manual approaches torule discovery. It reasons symbolically,using a modest amount of chemical knowledge. It decideswhich data points are important andlooks for fragmentationprocesses that will explainthem. Then, as achemist does, theprogramtests and modifies therules.4

This paper can be read as two distinct parts: Method and
Results. The first discusses theorganizationof the computerprogram and might be skimmed by mass spectrometrists
mainly interested in new results. The second part discussessome mass spectrometry results produced by the program.Correspondingly, the latter might be skimmed by persons
mainly interested in uses of computers in chemistry. Theconclusions section is intended as a conclusion for both
parts.

Method: Meta-DENDRAL Program
The Meta-DENDRAL program is organizedas three sub-programs called intsum, rulegen, and rulemod, asshown in Figure 1.
Explaining the Data in Terms ofBond Cleavages:Theint-sum Program. The"INTSUM program (named for data in-terpretationandsummary) interprets spectral dataofknowncompounds in terms of possiblebond cleavages. Since this first

step has already been described in detail elsewhere, 5 wewillrecapitulate verybriefly thosekey features that arerelevantto thepresent study.
Foreach molecule in a givenset, intsum first produces theplausible bond-cleavage processes which might occur, i.c ,breaks and combinations of breaks, with and without thetransfer of hydrogens and other neutral species.6 Thesepro-cesses are associated with specific bonds in a portionof themolecular structure, or skeleton, that is chosen because it iscommon to the molecules in a given set. Then intsum ex-amines the spectra of the molecules looking for evidence(spectral peaks7 ) for eachprocess, intsum, however, does not

recognize that different cleavages (of the skeleton or substit-
uents) may represent fragmentation processes which aresimilar in that the bonds cleaved have similar substructural
environments. This is a particular limitation for classes ofmolecules, such as thealiphatic amines, where the commonskeleton is a single atom,a nitrogen atom.

intsum gives explanations of spectral peaks for eachmolecule and then produces a summary showing the totalev-idence associated with each possible process. The summary
reports the following: ( 1 ) a set of molecules—theirnames andstructural descriptions; (2) a set of processes—their names,a description of the bonds tobe broken, an indication of chargeplacement, and any neutral transfers occurring in conjunctionwith the fragmentation; (3) a set ofsupporting evidence as-sociated with each process—the mass spectral peaks thatprovide evidence for the occurrence of the process for eachmolecule.

Known Structure/Mass Spectrum Pairsi
INTSUM

y

RULEGEN
to explain the processes by generating rules

that describe substructural features

Plausible Rules
y

RULEMOD
to refine the rules by performing the tasks of
a) initial selection d) increasing generality
b) merging c) final selection
c) increasing specificity

y
Refined Rules

Figure 1. Organization of theMeta-DENDRAL program.

Meta-DENDRAL next attempts to correlate the fragmen-tations, as reportedby intsum, with substructural featuresofmolecules: m our terms wesay that it classifies the structural
environments ("bondenvironments") around the bonds thatare cleaved.

Explaining Cleavagesin Terms ofBond Environments: TherulegenProgram. Rules thatexplain the intsumprocesses
in more general terms are produced in a predefinedformatcalled a "situation-action" form. Each rule is a conditionalstatementwhich is interpreted as saying that ifanymoleculesatisfies the subgraph (situation), then the corresponding ~fragmentation process (action) will occur in the mass spec- ftrometer. %.

Theprogram creates rules by selecting "important" featuresofthe molecular structurearound the site of the fragmentations
proposed by intsum. Essentially, it searches through a spaceofsubgraph descriptions, looking for successive subgraphs thatare supported by successively"better" sets ofevidence.Rule Search. Theresults of intsum are first rewritten by
rulegenas a set of detailed bond-environment descriptionsfor the cleaved bonds together with associated spectral evi-dence. This is illustrated below with some secondary aminesCurrentlywe describebond environments in terms ofa topo-logical,or connectivity, model ofstructure. Wespecifyatomtype ("type"), degree of substitution ("nbrs"), numbers ofhydrogens ("nhs"), or number ofmultiple bonds ("dots") atany atomplace. Otherfeatures ofatoms can alsobe used if theyare computablefrom theconnectivity graphmodel ofa mol-ecule, e.g., ring size or chain length. For example, the «-cleavage processes (Al-A4) in the secondary amines 1and 2shown m Figure 2 maybe considered to be four different pro-cesses by INTSUM (Al-A4). The programrewrites this in-formation in terms of detailed bond environments, out to apredetermined distance from thecleavage site.8 Then itcollectsA1-A3 and evidencefor them into the sameenvironment (B 1Figure 2), while cleavage A4is described differently (B2Figure 2). Figure 2 also shows Bl andB2 in terms of the fea-tures described for each atom out to the specified distanceWe use heuristic search4 to examinepossible generalizationsot the environments, where each generalizationcan be inter-preted as a possiblerule when coupled with information about /thebond cleavages and transfersofhydrogens or otherneutral i

species. Conceptually, the program begins with the mostgeneralsubgraph description R*R (whereR is any unspecifiedatom and the asterisk is used to indicate the bond cleaved withthe charged fragment written to theleft of the asterisk) Thenit generatesrefined descriptions by successively specifyingoneadditional feature in all possible ways.The most useful ruleshe somewhere between the overly generalenvironment R*R

to explain mass spectra in terms of specific bond cleavages

Fragmentation Processes and Evidence for Them
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Fragmentations Observed:

CH3 JCH2 -NH - CH2J- CH3 CH3 4-CH2 -NH - CH2 4-CH2 - CH3
AI A 2A3 A 4

2

Bond Environments:
&J, A2, A3 are rewritten as the bond environment:

A4is rewritten as the bond environment:

Features described in bond environments Bl and B2:

Figure 2. Bondenvironment descriptionsfor the a-cleavages AI and A2in the mass spectral fragmentationof diethylamine(1) and A3 and A4in thefragmentation ofethyl-n-propylamine (2).

and the overly specificcompletebond-environment descriptions
such as Bl and 82, Figure 2.

The programadds feature specifications to subgraphs one
at a time, always makinga "parent" subgraph morespecific.
From theparentR*R, thereareseveral ways to specifyexactly
one feature. InFigure 3, two "daughters"of R*R areshown
that specify the type ("type = carbon") ofatom adjacent to
the cleaved bond (other daughters will have specified the
neighbors ofa single atom,dots of a single atom,and so forth).
Any singlefeature at any single atom placecould have been
specifiedin the first generationofdaughters, e.g.,by specifying
a value of type,nbrs, nhs, or dots at thefirst atomplaceon ei-
therside of thebond. Eachof the daughters oftheparent R*R
is checked to see if the supporting evidence is "better" (see
below) than theevidence for theparent. Those which satisfy
the test become newparentsfor a nextlevelof daughters with
one more feature specified.9 In our example, thebond envi-
ronment descriptions Bl and B2 (Figure 2) areboth included,
with theirassociatedevidence, under therules in the path from
R*R to N-C*R (Figure 3). Further specificationsofN-C*R
show no improvement so the programstops hereon this path
(but continues to exploreother paths). Thus N-C*R becomes
a rule candidate togetherwith associated transfers of hydrogen
atoms or other neutral species.

The programcontinues to make rules morespecific until it
finds a daughterrule that is (a) specific enoughto focus on one
typeof process, such as acleavage (and to avoid many coun-
terexemples)and (b) generalenoughto accountfor more than
a few special cases. 10 The information for deciding whether
a daughterrule is better than its parent is obtainedfrom the
record of detailed bond environment descriptions and their
associatedevidence. We avoid using ion intensity information
at this stage in order to ensure finding rules thatare applicable
to most molecules irrespective of intensities. The next stageof
the program(see RULEMOD below) considers intensities in
order to focus onrules that explainthe most intense peaks.

Refining the Explanations:The rulemod Program. The
last phase of the program (RULEMOD) evaluates the plausible
rules generated by rulegen and modifies them by making
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R*R:

C'R

R'C

N-C'R C-C*R
\

Figure 3. Example of successive specification of subgraph features by
rulegen in its search for plausible, general rules.

Rule-2: N-Xsec-Xsec-Xsec-R

Rule-3: N-Xsec'X

Generalize

Rule-4: N-X*X

Figure 4. Example ofsuccessive refinement of plausible rules by ru-
lemod. X represents anyatom type other thanhydrogen.The subscript
"sec" means the atom is secondary, which is equivalent to "nbrs = 2".

them more general or more specific. Its task is toanalyze the
validityof predictions 1' made by therules on theoriginalset
ofmolecules, modify the subgraph descriptions of the rules to
improve theaccuracy of theirpredictions, mergesimilar rules,
and finallyselect asubset of the modified rules, rulemod will
typically turn outa set of 8- 12 rules covering substantially the
same data points as an originalset ofapproximately 25-100
rules, but with fewer incorrect predictions, rulemod is
written as a set of five tasks (corresponding to thefive sub-
sections below) which we feel are closely analogous to this
aspect ofhuman problem solving.

Selecting a Subset ofImportant Rules. As a first step, the
selection procedure is applied to the wholeset ofrule candi-
dates producedby rulegen.The local evaluation in rule-
gen has not discovered that different rulegenpathways
(Figure 3) may yield rules which are different but explain
many of the samedata points. Thus there isoften a high degree
of overlap in those rules, and rules may have many count-
erexamples. For example,rule 1 (Figure 4) is selected by the
procedureoutlined below because it explainsall thesame a-
cleavage peaks in the amine spectra as rule 2 (Figure 4) and
some others in addition. Rule 1 applies to propyl and higher
alkyl amines, while rule 2 does not accommodate propyl
amines. When rulemod computes scores by eg 1 below, itdiscovers that rule 2 is totallyredundant and eliminates it be-cause it has no independentevidence ofits own.

To select rules, scores are calculated by eg 1, therule with
thebest score is selected, and the evidence peaks supporting
that rule areremovedfrom the supporting evidence for other
rules. Then the whole process is repeated until either (i) all
scores are belowa selected threshold or (ii) all evidence has
been explained. Equation 1 captures the following intu-itions.

(a) The score should reflect the strength ofevidence, i.e., itshould be proportional to averagepeak intensity.
(b) Data points (peaks) that are uniquely explainedby a rule

should count more than peaks that can be explainedbytwo or
morerules.

(c) Negative evidence (peaks predicted and not found)
should count heavily againsta rule.

(d) Since the number of molecules in the set remains the
same during rule formation and we insure that every ruleapplies to a minimum number of molecules (in our case half
the molecules), the score for purposes of selection need not

u~~ tn 1n-r*c

c

<

CH34- CH2 -NH - CH2 -
** Bl

CH3 - CH2 J-CH2 - NH - CH2
**B2

Bl type=C type=C type-N type=C
nhs-3 { nhs=2 _ nhs=l _ nhs=2

nbrs=l T nbrs=2 nbrs=2 nbrs»2
dots=o | dots=o dots=o dots=ov

BJ type=C type-C type=C type=N type=C
nhs-3_ nhs=2 J nhs=2 _ nhs=l _ nhs=2

nbrs-l nbrs=^ j nbrs=2 nbrs=? nbrs=2
dots=o dots=o I dots=o dots=o dots=o

Figure 2. Bondenvironment descriptionsfor the a-cle
in the mass spectral fragmentationof diethvlamine (

nbrs=2 *R "*" dots=o *R

Rule-I: N - Xsec« Xsec - C Rule-2: N - Xsec« X

Select \
Rule-I: N -X sec* Xsec - C Rule-3: N - Xsec* X

Merge
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explicitly factor in the samplesize. When we want to compare
sets of rules formed from different sets ofmolecules, however,
it will be necessary toweight the scores ofrules by thenumber
of molecules considered.

/ (average intensityexpressed as % 2 total ion current) = the
sum of intensities of the peaks counted as positiveevidence
divided by the positive evidence count. P (positive evidence
count) = the numberof times there is any evidence (spectral
peaks) for a rule. The positive evidence count is incremented
by one ifanyof thepredicted ions (includingpredicted trans-
fers ofneutral species) is found. U(unique evidence count) =
the numberof timestherearepeaks predicted onlyby the given
rule. The unique evidence count is incremented if any or all
transfers associated with a rule produce uniquelyexplained
peaks in the spectrum. TV (negative evidence count) = the
numberof times arule appliesto a molecule but no predicted
peaks areobserved in the spectrum.

Merging Rules. Although most of the redundant rules have
been deletedin thefirst stepofrulemod, theremaystill re-
main sets of rules that explainmany ofthe same datapoints.
For any such set of rules, the program attempts to find a
slightlymore generaldescription that (a) includes allthe evi-
dencecovered by the overlappingrules and (b) doesnot bring
in extranegativeevidence. If it can find such adescription, the
overlappingrules aremerged into the more generalexpression.
For example,two different forms of a-cleavagerules remain
after rule selection,rule 1 and rule 3, Figure 4. 12 These two
rules are now merged into aform that is equivalenttorule 3
because conditions a and b above aresatisfied. In general,
however,the form of the mergedrule will be differentfrom any
of the componentrules.

DeletingNegativeEvidence by MakingRules More Specific.
RULEMOD tries to add additional specifications to each rule
inorder todeletesomecounterexamples,or negativeevidence,
while keeping all of the positiveevidence. In our a-cleavage
example, the mergedrule (rule3, Figure 4) could not bemade
more specific in a way that would getrid of the twopieces of
negativeevidence andstillkeepall ofthe positiveevidence (two
spectra ofethyl-substituted amines did not show loss ofmethyl
above the 1%2 thresholdused to process the data).

Making Rules More

General,

rulegen often forms rules
that aremore specific than they need to be. At thispoint we
have achoice whether toleave therules as theyare or toseek
a more general form thatcovers the same (and perhaps new)
data points without introducingnew counterexamples.Rule
3 (Figure 4), for example, may be made more generalby re-
moving the specification "NBRS = 2" (i.e., "secondary")from
the atom adjacent to the nitrogen. 13 This yields thefinal form
for the a-cleavagerule,rule 4 (Figure 4).

Selecting the Final Rule Set. The selection procedure de-
scribedabove is appliedagain at the very end of RULEMOD in
order to weed out redundancies that might have been intro-
duced and to select the "best" of the rules. For example,for
the aliphatic amines theprogram selected justfive rules for the
final set (see Results section below).These were derivedfrom
27 candidates produced by rulegenwhich werereduced to
ten by RULEMOD's initial selection.

Evaluatingthe Rules. One way ofevaluatingrules is mea-
suring how well they explain,or "cover", the given spectra
(which wecall the "explanatorypower" ofrules). We alsowant
to be able to estimate how well they can beused for selecting
the most plausible structures from a list of candidate expla-
nations ofan unknown spectrum (from aknown class), which
we call "discriminatory power". Twoother related measures
that we present in the Results section beloware positive evi-
dencecount, which is the number of ions predicted byrules and

found in the actual spectrum, and negativeevidence count,
which is the numberof ions predictedand not found.

Explanatory Power. An objective measureof explanatory
power is thepercent total ionizationexplainedby the rules, i.e.,
the sum of intensities ofspectral peaks predictedand found.
This number typically is between 25 and 50% 2, but is not
necessarily significant because therules have not been chosen
on thebasis of theirabilitytorationalize the whole spectrum.
Another measure is just the numberof peaks predicted and
found. Therules typically predict six toeight ions per molecule,
somewith satelliteions due to transfer of neutral species.A less
objectivefacet of explanatorypower is the significanceof the
ions that are explained, measured in terms other than peak
intensities,in particular, mass and heteroatom content. For
this study we have associated greater significanceto ions of
higher mass. If peaks judged to be significant are left unex-
plained, either therules are incomplete or the compoundex-
hibits fragmentationprocesses that are not generalto the class
(and thus not covered by the generalrules).

DiscriminatoryPower. Another measureofa set ofrules is
their ability todifferentiate among hypotheses.Our measure
of discriminatory power determines how well a set of rules
explainsa structure's actual mass spectrum as comparedwith
how well therules applied to all othercandidates explain the
given spectrum. This is particularly powerful when coupled
with a generatorof all possible molecules in aclass,3 for then
wecan ask how wellaset of rulesallowsus to discriminate the
correct structure from among all possible members of the
class.

Since we have directed RULEGEN toward finding general
rules, there is no guaranteethat the rules will discriminate well
amongalternative structures. The discriminatory powerof the
rules will be proportional to the number of unique ions pre-
dicted. That is, if a set of rules predicts ions for a givencom-
pound which arenot predicted by their applicationto another
compound then it is easy to discriminate between the two.

The scorefor each comparisonwas computedby eg 2. The
scoringfunction used in discrimination penalizesa candidate
structure if its predicted spectrum shows significantpeaks that
are not in the actual data. Theotherkind of mismatch, failure
to predict peaks that appear in the actual spectrum, does not
penalize acandidate.The reasonfor this asymmetry is that the
rules are selected for their generalityand thus should make
correct predictions, but they are not expectedtoexplainall ions
in a spectrum. When comparinga predicted mass spectrum
from a candidate structure against an actual spectrum, the
peaks that arisefrom nongeneralfragmentation processes will
not be predicted.

—1 if numpks found is zero] (2)

R = rules; sig = significance of a predicted ion = mass of
ion/M+

;

numpks = numberof peaks predicted by rule R.
Intuitivelywe are computing a weighted sum of positive

evidence (number of peaks predicted andfound in the spec-
trum) minus negative evidence (-1 if none of the predicted
peaks is found). For example, assume a rule predicts ions of
composition C n Hi 50 (m/e 163, no hydrogen transfer) and
C| ,H|40 {m/e 162,loss of a hydrogen atom) for a compound
of molecular weight 300. The occurrence of both ions in the
spectrum wouldcontribute 163/300 X 2 to the score (= 1.09)
computed by eg 2 for this rule.

Limitations of the Method. The major limitation of the
heuristic search method in any domain is the necessity of
finding (or inventing) a generatorof possible solutions. In the
rule formation domain that means that we have to invent a
program that generatespossiblerules. That, in turn, requires
a strict definition of the allowable forms of the rules and a

(

c

(1)Score = I(P + U - 2N)

Comparison Score = sig [numpks found or
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definition of the allowableprimitive terms thatadd content to
the form. The representation we have found for expressing
rules isfixed for any onerun, but can,at least,be modified or
extended manuallybetweenruns.

A second major limitation on heuristic search is the necessity
offinding heuristics,rules of thumb, that guide the generator.
For rule generation it is necessary to find heuristics thatsteer
the generatortowardthe small number of interesting rules and
awayfrom the very largenumber ofuninteresting rules. The
problem is that it is difficult to find these guiding principles.
In addition, putting confidence in the heuristics requires an act
of faith. Once that step is made, however, there is often the
temptation to put too much faith in the heuristicsand forget
that the solutions(rules) were found in the contextofa large
numberof assumptions. For example, one might tend toforget
the criteria for data filtering,or the range of allowable hy-
drogen

transfers,

or therestrictions on how complextherules
wereallowed tobecome, or thecriteria for filtering the rules.
All of the heuristics together definetherange of rules consid-
ered and thus should temperour judgmentsabout the gener-
alityof therules.

Another limitation on the useofheuristic search is that the
computer programsareoften slow, not because theyare inef-
ficient as much as they must do a lotof computation. The
Meta-DENDRALprogramis also inefficient nowbecause it is
still in the developmentstage.

There are also limitations imposed by the domain of
chemistry, which have been mentioned elsewhere. To reiterate,
theprogram now works only on sets of molecules that share
acommon substructural skeletonrepresented topologically.
The program depends on a chemist's judgment for the pro-
gram's chemical heuristics. (This is also a strength as well as
a limitation.) Finally, theprogram's rules say almostnothing
aboutspectral peak intensities because theyare meant to be
more qualitative than quantitative. That is, they predict
fragmentations andassign theresulting peaks anaverageex-
pected intensity, but they do not predict intensities accurate-

Results
Known Test Cases. Wehave tested theseprograms on two

widelydifferentclasses ofcompounds (aliphaticamines and
estrogenic steroids) for which fragmentationprocesses had
been well characterized in the literature. We selected these
tests on the basis ofavailable mass spectraand characteristics
of the molecules for testing different parts of the program.

Aliphatic Amines. Five rules wereproducedby theprogram
to explain the low-resolution spectraof 1 1 aliphatic amines
ranging in sizefrom C4to Cl4: (1) acleavagewasdescribed;
(2) the two-step process of a cleavage with concomitant /?
hydrogen transfer and C-N cleavage was included; (3,4) two
rules describing 7 cleavagewithconcomitant C-N cleavage
were produced; and (5) a rule was produced describing
cleavageof any two bonds that will produce a nitrogen-con-
taining fragment. These rules correlate well with reported
fragmentations of amines.14 Theserules explain84% 2of the
total ion current in theseeleven spectra, with the molecular ion
contributinganother3.5% 2 on the average.Theserules (ar-
rived at independently)and their discriminatorypowerhave
been thoroughlydescribed byothers. 14

Estrogenic Steroids. The program produced eight rules to
explain the high-resolutionspectraoften estrogenicsteroids.
These included all five of the rules discussedpreviously.2The
additional threerules describe cleavagesthroughrings B and

C,

which are plausible explanationsofpeaks observed in the
spectra. These eight rules account for over 40% 2 of the total
ioncurrent in these spectra, with the molecularion accounting
for an additional 23% 2, on the average.

We know that theserules have considerable discriminatory
power because of previous work, where they were used for
structure elucidation. 2 We verified this in a few cases by
showing that the programcan distinguish 2-hydroxyestradiol
(3) and estriol (4) from each other and from all otherpossible
estriols (with the exception that 1-hydroxy- (5) and 2-hy-
droxyestradiol(3) are indistinguishable). Also theprogram
discriminates 2-hydroxy- and 16-hydroxyestrone(6, 7) from
each other and from all otherpossible hydroxyestrones(with
the exception that 1-hydroxy- (8) and 2-hydroxyestrone(6)
are indistinguishable).

Ketoandrostanes. The high-resolution mass spectraofsev-
eral mono-, di-, and triketoandrostanes providean interesting
case study in the use of Meta-DENDRAL for analyzing the
dependenceoffragmentationprocesses on thestructural fea-
tures of molecules. The monoketoandrostanes have been ex-
tensively utilized as model systems for the study of mass
spectral fragmentationprocesses in this and related classes of
steroids. 15- 16 Low-resolution spectra,extensive deuterium la-
beling,and somehigh-resolutionmeasurementshaveclarified
the originsofseveral important ions in thesecompounds.

ls,l6

Briefcomparisons among the spectraof the monoketones re-
veal a remarkable lack of similarity in the fragmentations.
Indeed, these compounds were studied individually in our
laboratory

ls,l7

to answerother questions and little attempt has
been made to identify commonfragmentation modes (ifany).
The spectra dependon the placementof theketo group, but
with littleobvious consistency. For example, in some cases, a
cleavage adjacentto the carbonyl groupis important; in others,
0 cleavage; in still others both, or neither.

Morerecently, transformation ofsteroidal alcohols to their
respective keto analogueshas beenrecommended as a general
method for localizationof hydroxyl functionalities. 18 This
technique has been utilized in a study of some specific struc-
tures. 19 Again, published results tend to focus primarily on
individual compounds,presumably because there are few ob-
vious correlations among several members of the class. Al-
though such studies have unquestionablevalue, the sobering
fact is that there are 55 possible diketoandrostanes and 165
possible triketoandrostanes (structures listed by CONGEN3 )
excluding functionalization of the C-18 and C-19 methyl
groups.This suggests thata more detailed investigation which
might uncover systematic behavior would be useful because
it might be possible to generalizesuch findings to a study of
unknown compounds,forexample, those isolated in conjunc-
tion with microbial transformations.20

We examined the spectra of the ketoandrostanes with two
important questions in mind. First, are thereconsistent frag-
mentation processes which depend on local substructures
within the molecules'? It is not obvious that thereare processes
which are general to the androstane skeleton (9) itself21 (see
INTSUM results, below). We did not expect this approach to
rationalize the sometimes intense ions which appearto be due
to processes occurring in single(or small numbersof) struc-
tures; the intsum output alone provides explanationsfor such
processes.But thereare many other ions in the spectra which
might have considerable structural significance. A second

<t

c

t

<

3, R' =R" =

OH;R

= R'" = H
4, R" = R'"

=OH;R

= R' = H
5, R = R" =

OH;R'

= R'" = H
6, R' =

OH;

R" = keto; R = R'" = H
7, R'" =

OH;

R" = keto; R = R' = H
8, R =

OH;

R" = keto;R' =R'" = H
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question concerns our continuing interest in interactionsamong
functional groups,22 in this case interactions ofketo groups
within the rigid framework of the steroid system. Thus weexamined the extentto which the fragmentation modes of the
di- and triketones reflect thefragmentation modes of there-
spective monoketones. Thefollowing sections summarize our
findings.

Monoketoandrostanes. We had complete high-resolution
spectra often of the 1 1 possible monoketo-sa-androstanes and
two50 isomers (seeTable I). Androstane (9) is included as a

H
point ofreference for theskeletal fragmentation processes.

The intsum programwas used to interpret and summarize
the spectral data of 9-21.23 The fragmentation processes
proposed by intsum are sufficient to explainon theaverage
of 57% 2 of the totalion current for 9-21 (range of45-77%2). In nearly every case theresidual ion current is due to hy-drocarbon ions, predominantly at low mass (m/e 40-100).
Manual examination of these hydrocarbon ions (includingthose at higher masses) indicated that their degreeofunsat-uration is higher than that expectedfrom simple cleavages.These ionsarise from loss ofthe oxygensubstituent (as CO or
H2O or as part of larger fragments) followed by complex
fragmentations, yielding ions oflittle diagnostic significance
(e.g., C 7H 9, C7H7, and C 6H7). There are, ofcourse, occasionalexceptions. For example, theintense ionofmass 98 (C6H,0O)
in the spectrum of androstan-4-one (12) has a morecomplexorigin24 and thus is not explainedby intsum under the given
constraints.23

Careful review of the spectrum-by-spectrum output from
intsum hasrevealed generalconsistency for those processes
and ions discussed in earlier5tudie5.

15,16,25

The summary re-
sults of intsum provide quantitativemeasures ofour intu-itions that 9-21 do not behave very homogeneously with re-
spect to skeletal cleavages. There areseveral important pro-
cesses which occur in only a few molecules. For example,
cleavage of the C-5,6 and C-9,10 bonds yields an abundant ion(m/e 178) in the spectrum of the 7-ketone 14(30% 2). Four
other molecules display ions which can be ascribed to thisprocess; androstane (9) itself, the 4-ketone 12, and the isomeric

1 1-ketocompounds 15and 21. No evidencefor this cleavage
above the 0.5% 2 threshold is observed for any of the other
compounds.Similarly,ring D loss, with or without loss ofad-ditional hydrogen atoms, is observed in only six of the 13
compounds.

We summarize in Table II the fragmentation rules which
emerge from RULEGEN and RULEMOD analysis from such
seeminglyinconsistent data. We present the rules exactlyas
they emerged (changing only theformat for legibility, but not
the content). Some of the most important interpretations im-
plicit in the rules arementioned in Table 11.

The subgraph for arule (second column, TableII) may "fit"(or match) several places, or noneat all, in a given molecule.
The indicated bond cleavage and resulting ion is predicted 1 'to occur in every place where the subgraph fits. Considerfor
examplerule M-2. In most monoketoandrostanes the subgraphfits twice,as indicated in boldface for androstan-1-one (10).
In the case of 10, ions ofcompositionC7H : ,0 and C7H,0O are
predicted and observed (m/e 1 10 and 1 1 1) as are ions of
composition Cfi H8-C6H 10 (m/e 80-82). However, rule M-2
applies only once for androstan-6-one (13) because the rule
requires that atom d (corresponding to C-6) be secondary,preventing a second match as in the case ofandrostan-1-one(10). Similarly,rule M-2 appliesonlyonce toandrostan-1 2-one

D. ,

„!,,,..

Table I. MonoketoandrostanesAnalyzed by Meta-DENDRAL
sa-Androstane(9) sa-Androstan-l2-one (16)

sa-Androstan-15-one (17)
sa-Androstan-16-one(18)
s<*-Androstan-17-one (19)
5/3-Androstan-3-one (20)
5i3-Androstan-11-one (21)

sa-Androstan-l-one(10)
sa-Androstan-3-one(11)
sa-Androstan-4-one (12)
sa-Androstan-6-one (13)
sa-Androstan-7-one(14)
sa-Androstan-11-one (15)

(16), as shown. In some cases a givenrule maynot apply tocertain molecules at all. For example,rule M-5 applies only
to those molecules with an unsubstitutedring A, because of therequirement that atoms a-d be secondary (Table II).

80-82
rr)fel10,111

Salient features of rules Ml-M8 areas follows.(a) Most cleavages are adjacent to highly substituted cen
ters.

(b) Onlyrules M-3 (loss ofmethyl),M-5 (ringA cleavagewith charge retention on C- 1,2,3,4), and M-8 (ring D cleavagewithcharge retention on C- 1 5, 16, 17) can beconsidered specific
to the androstaneskeleton (9). The latter tworules areofdi-minished utility because they (i) predict only low-mass hy-drocarbon ions which may arise from other sources; and (ii)have no predictionin the cases ofring A or D oxosubstituents,
respectively, because there is no evidence in such instances. '

(c) The other rules speakofa higher level ofgenerality inthe description of fragmentation processes—they are not tiedrigidly to cleavage ofspecific skeletal bonds, but to cleavageof certain bonds when a specific substructure is encountered.
Theserules usually applyat least twice per molecule.(d) The nearabsence of rules that speak of the carbonylgroup is notable. This reinforces earlier conclusions 15 con-
cerning the lack of directing influence of thecarbonyl groupon the fragmentation of these molecules. Certain rules im-plicitly speak of the carbonyl group, in a negative sense, byhaving substructural descriptions which prevent the rule fromapplyingwhere there is a keto group (e.g., rule M-2, see abovediscussion). Only rule M-6 mentions theketo group'explicitlyThisrule predicts cleavagea to the carbonyl group togetherwith cleavage of a 7 bond with charge retention on the hy-drocarbon moiety. Depending on the location of the carbonylgroup, different ions are predicted. For example, rule M-6predicts the abundant mass 135ion (C

iO

H,,) in the spectrumof androstan-7-one (14), while it predicts an observed ion ofmass 149 (Ci 1H 1 7) in the spectra of the isomeric androstan-ll-ones(lsand2l).

14

(c) Rules M- 1-M-8 have high explanatory powerfor com-pounds 9-21 and a "new"compound (which was not includedin the set for rule formation), androstan-2-one (22) Forcompounds9-21 they explain 42.4% 2 (including the molec-ular ion) of all spectral data (or 74% 2 of the data explainedby intsum).Several abundant ions were explainedby int-

„. „7 /

4.,, D.,1~ f7„

If C.

c

I
R

I_siß = SM-l
2J;R = 58-H
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Table 11. MonoketoandrostaneRules

aImportant transfersof neutral species are indicated below the name ofthe rule. Absence of transfers is stated explicitly as "none", b Spec-
ified non-hydrogen substituents areindicated by R (R * H). Other valence positions may be filled with any atoms (including H) except when
restricted by other descriptors. c Score calculatedby eg 1 above. evidence count (any and unique) and negative evidence count are
described in the text. The number of positive instances may be greater than the number of molecules because a rule may apply more than
once in

any

molecule. See text for explanation.

Table 111. DiketoandrostanesAnalyzed by Meta-DENDRAL

sa-Androstane-2,11-dione(23) sa-Androstane-3,12-dione(28)
sa-Androstane-3,17-dione(24) s<*-Androstane-6,12-dione (29)
sa-Androstane-3,6-dione(25) sa-Androstane-7,17-dione (30)
sa-Androstane-3,7-dione(26) sa-Androstane-12,15-dione(31)
sa-Androstane-3,11-dione (27)

sum, but not by thefinal rules, e.g., m/e 178 in the spectrum
ofandrostan-7-one (14). 15 However,processes which yielded
these ions are not part ofconsistent fragmentation behavior
based on substructural features. The numbers of ions predicted
and found (positiveevidence) and ions predicted and not found
(negativeevidence) areshown in Table 11. In every case, the
counterexamples aremolecules where theketo substituent is
remote from the predicted cleavagesites. Because we did not
explore bond environments far enough to consider such remote

features,

and becauseour assumption is that a rule will apply
wherever it

fits,

we encounter some negative evidence.
Rules M-l -M-8 were used to predict fragmentationsof a

"new" compound (not included in the set for rule formation),
androstan-2-one (22). Predicted peaks (i.e., peaks that are
deductive consequences of the rules) are m/e 41, 43, 55-57,
80-83, 94-96, 108-111, 122-124, 134, 135, 144-151, 162,
163,and 259. Theserules do not predict the uniquefragmen-
tations of this compound givingrise to ions of mass 23 1 C3H6O
(M+ -43, C3H7) and 216 (M+ - 58, acetone). Thepredicted
spectrum for this compound does not explain as many signif-
icant ions in the correspondingactual spectrum266as in thecase
of the di- and triketoandrostanes discussedbelow.

(f) Rules M-l-M-8 have relatively low discriminatory
power. These rules can distinguish the 7- and 1 1-keto com-

poundsfrom amongall other possible monoketones,but they
ranked the otherstructures anywherefrom second to last when
comparingthe spectrum ofthe correct structurewith predicted
spectrafor all candidates. This low discriminatory powerrel-
ative to the estrogens above is due to a combinationof three
factors: (i) the rules seldom mention the carbonyl group ex-
plicitly (by itself this is not necessarilybad); (ii)each rule often
predicts the same ions in all the molecules; and (iii) where
different ions are predicted they are not unique tothe spectrum
of the correct compound.

In summary,rules M-l -M-8 indicateconsistent fragmen-
tation behavior in a set of molecules whose fragmentations
previouslyseemed unrelated.

Diketoandrostanes. The experimentalmaterialavailableto
us consisted of the complete high-resolutionmass spectra of
nine diketoandrostanes (23-31) listed in Table 111. The low-
resolution spectra ofa few diketoandrostaneshave been dis-
cussed previously, including the 1,6-,27 3,17- (24), and 1,17-

IS

diones. The output of intsum agrees with previous interpre-
tations18 of the spectrum of 24. A review of the INTSUM output
for the mono- and diketoandrostanesreveals that (a) the
spectraof the diketonesdo not representsuperpositions of the
respective monoketones—where any fragmentationscharac-
teristic of the monoketones arenoted, one of theketo groups
usuallydominates the pattern; and (b) like the monoketoan-
drostanes, the diketoandrostanes display fragmentations
characteristic of individual molecules with little apparent
consistency with respect to skeletalcleavages. Many skeletal
processes yield ions in only three to five spectra of the nine
diketoandrostanes. Therules which result from analysisof the
spectra of 23-31 in terms of substructural features are sum-
marizedin Table IV.
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Other descriptors
and interpretations

Positive evidence**
Any Unique

Negative
evidence

Average
intensity

Name" Subgraph6 Scorec Any Unique

M-l
(none, +H, -H)

M-2
(none, +H,
-H, -2 H)

M-3
(none)

M 4
(none, -H, -2 H)

M-5
(+H, -H)

M-6
(-H)

■ R
Q R
" "

P

aite)

Atom a is not
keto substituted

Loss of methyl

There must be a
keto group on atom a

145.8

135.3

84.5

70.5

39.5

39.7

24

21

26

21

8

9

11

12

26

0

4

0

1

3

0

1

0

0

4.42

5.01

1.62

3.71

3.29

4.41

M-7
(-H, -2 H)

M-8
(+H, -H)

Atoms a and d are
not keto substituted

Atom d is not
keto substituted

23.8

13.1

13

3

13

0

7

0

1.99

4.35

i:-:ii.
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Table IV. DiketoandrostaneRuleso

" Seefootnotes to Table IIfor an explanation ofterms.

The salientfeatures ofrules D-l -D-8 areas follows.
(a) AH rules exceptD-3 (loss ofmethyl)and D-l (videinfra)refer implicitly to the carbonyl group in a negative sense.Specificationson thesubstructures (Table IV) requirecertainatoms to be secondary. Such atoms cannot be carbon atomsofacarbonyl group. In other words, importantfragmentationsareobserved only when thecarbonyl group is remote from thecleavage site. As noted above for the monoketoandrostanes,the direct influence of the carbonyl group in directing thefragmentation appearsto be minimal.
(b) Only rule D-l possesses features which refer to thene-cessity for a carbonyl group. Rule D-l applies as shown toandrostane-2,1 1-dione (23) and androstane-7,1 7-dione (30),

for example,and to other diketoandrostaneswhere atom a ofrule D- 1 is the carbonyl carbon and disat leasta tertiarycenter(or viceversa).

(c) There areseveral similarities between the rules for themono- and diketoandrostanes. Rule D-l is another way of
expressing rule M-6. Rules D-3 and M-3 are the same. Rule
D-2 is a slightly less general form of rule M-l, and rules D-7
and M-8 are the same.

(d) Rules D-l -D-8 do not explainas much of the total ion
current (33% 2) for the diketoandrostanesas comparedto theexplanatory powerof the monoketoandrostane rules, although
this still constitutes 77% 2 of the dataexplainedby intsum.
The number of ions predicted issmaller, althoughthe numberofcounterexamples is still small (compare scores and positiveand negativeevidence of Tables IIand IV). This indicates to
us that the group of diketoandrostanes is behaving less ho-
mogeneouslywith respect to dependenceof fragmentationon

substructures. However, for new compounds, the rules predict
important features of the spectrum of androstane- 1 , 17-dione 'sAll ions predicted by rules D-l -D-8 are observed in the spec-
trum of this compound, including the significant ions at m/e273, 232, 217, and 124. Also, the program deduces the fol-lowing ions for androstane- 1,17-dione: m/e 41 109 110122-124, 217, 218, 231, 232, and 273, and for androstane--1 6-dione27 : m/e 41, 81, 108-111, 217, 218, 258, 259, and

(c) Interestingly, rules D-l -D-8 have much better dis-criminatorypower thanrules M- 1-M-8 had for the monoke-toandrostanes. We comparedthe predictedspectrafor the 55possible3 diketoandrostanes (excluding functionalization ofthe C-18 and C-19 methyl groups)against the actual spectrumfor each of 23-31. Each ofcompounds 27, 28, and 30 wereranked first (i.e., discriminated correctly). Compounds 23-2629, and 31 were ranked 6th, 3rd, 4th, 16th, Bth, and 9th re-spectively, out of 55 candidates. The improvement in dis-criminatory powerover the monoketoandrostanesreflects morefrequent (implicit) reference to keto groups in the rules anda largernumberofuniqueions predicted by the rulesTriketoandrostanes.We haverecorded the high-resolution
mass spectra of the eight triketoandrostanes (32-39) sum-marized in Table V. The fragmentations of36 and its 50 ep-
lmer have been discussed previously,27 as have the fragmen-tations of 38 and its 50 epimer,and 39 and its 50 epimer andsa-androstane-3,7,17-trione. 18 These studies

27,lB

have indi-cated significant differences in the relative abundances ofseveral ions resulting from fragmentationsof triketoandros-tanes epimeric at C-5. However, the same fragmentationprocesses appear to be occurring in both epimers. In generalthe output ofintsum supportsprevious interpretations lB ofthe spectraof 36, 38, and 39. There are, however, alternativesto fragmentations proposed 18 for some ions in these spectraFor example, the abundant ion of mass 191 (C| 2H| 50,) inandrostane-3,1 1,17-trione(38) may represent loss of ring A

Buchanan et al. I Automatic Rule Formationin Mats Sr>rrtrnm*trv

Name Subgraph
Other descriptors,
andinterpretation

Positive evidenceidence
Unique

Negative
evidence

Average
intensity,

40
Score Any

D-l
(none, +H, -H)

D-2
(-H)

D-3
(none)

D-4
(-H, -2 H)

Rvrß

C

WR

a

Atom b is not
keto substituted

Loss of methyl

Atoms a, b, and c are
not keto substituted

65.2

36.9

30.7

30.6

8

12

16

5

2

10

16

5

1

0

2

2

8.16

1.68

1.10

5.10

D-5
(-H)

D-6
(none, -H, -2 H)

D-7
(-H)

D-8
(none, -H)

u^FTH%
■fc

29.2

28.5

25.5

25.1

4

7

5

8

4

3

1

8

0

0

0

1

3.65

2.85

4.25

1.79
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Table V. Triketoandrostanes Analyzed by Meta-DENDRAL
sa-Androstane-2,11,17-trione sa-Androstane-1,6,17-trione

(36)(32)
sa-Androstane-6,11,16-trione sa-Androstane-2,7,17-trione

(37)(33)
sa-Androstane-6,11,17-trione sa-Androstane-3,11,17-trione

(38)(34)
sa-Androstane-3,6, 16-trione sa-Androstane-3,6, 17-trione

(39)(35)

and C-5,10, 1 9 '8 or loss ofring Dand C- 12, 13, 14, 18 together
with an additional hydrogen.

In the intsum analysisof this set ofmolecules weconsid-
eredH2O and CO (up to twoofeach) as neutral specieswhich
could be lost because thereare important ions which appear
to arise from cleavages togetherwith such losses. The intsum
results show someconsistencies with respect to skeletal frag-
mentations, even though such fragmentations may be ac-
companiedby losses of oneor moreH2O or COmolecules. The
results of rulegen andrulemod analysisof the intsum
output aresummarized in Table VI.

Triketoandrostane rules T-l-T-10 have the following
characteristics.

(a) Rules T-4, T-6, T-9,and T-10 explicitly refer tothere-
quirement for a carbonyl group in the substructure. Atoma
or eofrule T- 1 can match the carbon atomof a carbonyl group.
In most cases predicted cleavages are observed in additionto
the samecleavages accompaniedby the losses ofCO and H2O
summarizedin TableVI.

(b) Considering functional-group interaction, a similar
situation to that notedfor the diketoandrostanespertains to
the triketones. The spectra are not superpositions of the re-
spective mono-or diketones.What is notableis the almost total
lack of influence of the C-17 and C-16 keto groups on the
fragmentations of 32-36. Thus, the fragmentation of an-
drostane-2,1 1,17-trione (32) parallels that of androstane-
-2,11-dione (23); androstane-6, 11,16-trione (33) displays a
spectrum very similar to that of androstane-6, 11,17-trione
(34); and the decompositionsofandrostane-3,6,16-trione (35)
and androstane-3,6-dione (25) are related, as are the major
fragmentations ofandrostane- 1,6, 17-trione (36) and andros-
tane- 1,6-dione.

(c) As indicated by the scores and positive and negative
evidence in Table VI, therules have explanatory powerwhich
is considerablybetter than that for the diketoandrostanes and
parallelsthat for the monoketones.The triketoandrostane rules
explain 60.5% 2 of the total ion current (including the mo-
lecular ion) or 84% 2 of the dataexplainedby INTSUM. There
are very few counterexamples. In addition, rules T-l-T-10
predict manyof the salient features of available (low-resolu-
tion)spectra of "new" compounds (not usedfor rule forma-
tion), such as androstane-3, 12, 17-trioneI9b and androstane-
-3,7, 17-trione. 18 lons deduced from these rules for these two
compounds are: for androstane-3, 1 2, 17-trione: m/e 41,43,53,
55,56.67-69,77,79,81,91,93-95, 110, 119, 121-124, 135,
137, 138. 165,259, and 287, and for andostane-3,7,17-trione:

m/e 41, 43, 53, 55, 56, 67-69, 77, 79, 81, 91, 93-96, 105,
107-1 10, 121, 123, 124, 131, 133, 135, 136, 149, 151, 152, 177,
179, 191, 192, 259, and 287.

(d) The discriminatory power of rules T-l-T-10 is quite
high, paralleling the discriminatory power of the diketoan-
drostanerules. The predicted spectra of the 165 possible tri-
ketoandrostanes were compared totheknown spectrum of each
of the compounds 32-39. Theranking of the correct structure
was 4, 5, 3, 4, 9, 20, 4, and 12, respectively.

Conclusions
We have shown that the Meta-DENDRAL program is ca-

pableofrationalizingthe mass-spectral fragmentations ofsets
of molecules in terms of substructural features of the mole-
cules. On known test cases, aliphatic amines and estrogenic
steroids, the Meta-DENDRAL program rediscovered the
well-characterized fragmentation processes reported in the
literature. On the threeclasses ofketoandrostanes for which
nogeneral class rules have been reported, the mono-, di-, and
triketoandrostanes,theprogram found generalrules describing
the mass spectrometric behavior of those classes. The general
rules shown in Tables 11, IV, and VI explain many of the sig-
nificant ionsfor compoundsin theseclasses, whilepredicting
few spurious ions. The program has discovered consistent
fragmentation behavior in sets of molecules which have not
appeared by manual examinationto behave homogeneously
in the mass spectrometer.

Programs with knowledge of the scientific domain can
provide "smart"assistanceto working scientists, as shownby
the reasoned suggestions this program makesabout extensions
to mass spectrometry theory. Weareawarethat the program
is not discovering a new framework for mass spectrometry
theory; tothecontrary, it comesclose to capturing in a com-
puter program all we could discern by observing human
problem-solvingbehavior. It is intended to relieve chemistsof
the need to exercise their personal heuristics over and over
again, and thus we believe it can aid chemists in suggesting
morenovel extensions to existingtheory. It can be argued that
thetwo-dimensionalconnectivity model ofmolecules used in
this study is not the right model for mass spectrometry; that
thereare deeperrationalizations ofa fragmentationprocess
than subgraph environments. However, this model is com-
monly used by working chemists and once fragmentations
based on this modelare

defined,

chemistscan readilyprovide
the remaining "mechanistic"rationalizations or see that fur-
ther experimental work with labeled compounds is necessary.
(Other limitationsof the methodhave been discussed at the
end of the Methods section.)

Recent statistical pattern-recognition work28 addresses some
of the points onrule formation and spectrum prediction raised
in this paper. We have avoided blindstatistical methods for
three importantreasons. ( 1 ) Wewish to explore thousands of
possible subgraphs with associated

features,

as we searchfor
thosewhich are in some way important.Current pattern-rec-
ognitionprocedures arerestricted to much smaller numbers
of manually(or computer-assisted)selectedfeatures, adding
additional bias to the procedure. (2) We want to know how
certain rules wereobtained by the programand whycertain
other rules were rejected or not detected. We can trace the
reasoning stepsof the Meta-DENDRALprogramanddetermine
chemically meaningfulanswers to such questions in a way that
is not possiblewithpurely statistical programs. (3) We wish
to constrain therule formation activity in ways that are natural
to a working chemist. For examplewe may want the program
to avoid fragmentationsinvolving aromaticrings or two bonds
to the sameatom,or, as mentioned above,we may want to look
at fragmentations accompaniedby loss of CO or other neutral
fragments.

Rules can be formulated to explaindata in terms that are
known to be meaningful to chemists; most importantly, the
rule-formation constraintsare under the control of the chemist.
Also wefeel that this approach provides a high level ofgen-
erality in describing fragmentation processes. Although the
rules are developedin the context of a particular set of com-
pounds, they are not tied to that set, but can be applied in other
contexts or compared to rules developed from other sets of
compoundsin a search for common features of the rules. For
these reasons, we believe that the Meta-DENDRAL program
offers a powerful and usefulcomplementto pattern-recognition
programs for finding relationships between structures and
spectral data.

it

c

c
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Table VI. Triketoandrostane Rules"

Average

*$ 0 4.55
(none, -H, -H2O +H,
-H2O + 2H, -H,O -H,
-CO, -CO - H)

T-3 <£ 0 5.19
(-H, -H2O +H,
-CO + H, -CO -H)

~%T4 0 2.94
(-H, -CO -H,
-2CO -H)

T-5 Loss ofmethyl 2 2.49

Atoms a and d are not
keto-substituted

1 1.91

T-8 0 2.52"sp(none, -H,

t'1T-9 0 0.23(+H)

T-10 0 2.19(none, -H,
-2CO - H)

"See footnotesto Table IIfor an explanation of terms.

We are cautiously optimistic about the generalapplicability
of this rule-formation method, although wehave demonstrated
its utilityfor only a small numberof compound classes and only
in the contextofmass spectrometry.

C. Orsted Institute), who assisted in our analysis of the int-
sum output, and to Jim McDonald and Paul Oppenheimer,
who assisted greatly in producing the program'sresults shown
here.

ExperimentalSection References and Notes
All high-resolution mass spectra wereobtainedby electricalre-

cording of a complete spectrum (magnetic scanning) using perfluo-
rokerosene asan internal mass calibrationstandard.All compounds
were introduced into a Varian MAT Model 711 mass spectrometer
via the direct insertionprobe.
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thecleavage site.

However,

we have made thisflexible in order to consider
extending the distance to cover theentire molecule.

(9) Because thespaceof rules is verylarge(much larger than in the simplified
illustration in Figure 3), the rule generator is guided in its search more
closely thanis suggested by thesimple incremental specification picture
presented. It uses an abstract description of rule classes and it avoids
generating rules that have no empirical support. The program avoids
considering whole classes of rules by noting thatspecifying anyvaluefor
type, nbrs,

nhs,

and/or dots at an atom place in a subgraph will give no
improvement in thescore for theemergingrule. These heuristics havebeen
discussed previously.31

(10) The precise stopping conditions forrulegen compare a daughterrule with
its parentand indicate that the program should continue generating daughter
rules as long as the daughters are "improvements" over their parents. It
should be noted that the following definition of improvement is under the
chemist's control so that the degreeof specificity of rules generated by
the program can be changed to suit an individual's problem. The program
judgesa rule to be an improvementover its parent ifthree conditions hold:
(a) the daughterrule predicts fewerions per molecule thanits parent (i.e.,
the daughter is more specific); (b) it predicts fragmentations for at least
halfofall themolecules (i.e., the daughter is not too specific); and(c) either
the daughter rule predicts fragmentations for as many molecules as its
parent or the parent rule was "too general" in the following sense: the
parent predicts more than two ions in some single molecule or, on the
average, it predicts morethan 1.5 ionsper molecule.

(11) When we speak of ions predicted by aset ofrules wemean those ions that
are deductiveconsequences ofapplying therules to amolecule. This does
not imply that thepredicted ions are previously unreported.

(12) Rule 3 totally subsumes rule

1,

but both are left in the setof candidates after
initial selection because rule selection is order dependentand rule 1 was
selected on its own merits before rule 3 wasexamined.

(13) All of the amines considered were unbranched at the a carbon. Thus in
choosing to generalize beyond the data we increase the range ofappli-
cability oftherule at some risk ofbeing too general. We can minimize the
risk eitherby havinga sufficiently varied set of dataoverwhich theprogram
generalizes or by not generalizingbeyond thescope of the data.
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